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About This Game

Wings Over Europe: Cold War Gone Hot lets you pilot any of the 12 most legendary Cold War fighters! Realistic air combat is
waiting for you, in some of the most intense dogfights of the Cold War era. Flyable aircraft include the: F-100 Super Sabre,
F-105 Thunderchief, F-4 Phantom II, F-15 Eagle, A-10 Thunderbolt II, British Hunter, and the exciting vertical take-off and

landing of the Harrier "jump jet." Next generation environmental effects including volumetric clouds and state-of-the-art
dynamic lighting Highly-accurate planes, weapons, flight models, and challenging enemy AI Win decorations, awards, and

promotions with each successful mission.

Features:

- Engage in blood-draining, G-pulling, action-packed dogfights against 13 different types of Cold War Soviet aircraft.
- Fly era-specific aircraft through Central Europe in three epic campaigns.

- From the developers of the highly successful European Air War, Strike Fighters: Project 1, and Wings Over Vietnam.
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- Random mission generator provides maximum flexibility and replayability. Campaign missions also have a different outcome
each time.

- Open architecture for mod support. Download thousands of user-created skins, aircraft, terrain, missions, campaigns, and
editors already available on the Internet.

- Next generation environmental effects including volumetric clouds and state-of-the-art dynamic lighting.
- Highly-accurate planes, weapons, flight models, and challenging enemy AI.

- Win decorations, awards, and promotions with each successful mission.
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Title: Wings Over Europe
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Third Wire Productions
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 24 May, 2006
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A great modern flight simulator that reminds me a lot of the 90's sims before they got rediculously complex.

I thoroughly recommend it, but DON'T BUY IT FROM STEAM!
Buy it from Third Wire directly!

Third Wire are the developers, and they DON'T RECEIVE A SINGLE CENT from the sales of this on Steam, so you're only
supported immoral publishers and their contracts.. It's a great game but i wouldnt recommend you to buy this ON STEAM. You
have to patch it, start it from the original .exe file, its all trouble, and Steam is shipping the broken version for 9,99. Such a
fraud.. Steam needs to honestly remove games that are not playable from the store. I downloaded, patched and even with a high
end RYZEN card it runs at 2fps. I am willing to put up with alot but this needs to be taken off the store.. Don't bother with this.

I have Windows 8.1 and have added the 08 patch and it still CTDs when trying to exit a mission. I have been a Thirdwire Sim
user since Strike Fighters Project 1 and had WOE working perfectly on Vista. I have alot of work involved installing Mods that
also worked perfectly on Vista. I won't buy the new version from the Thirdwire Website because its nothing but a money grab.
All the old versions needed was a compatability patch, but instead Thirdwire released versions for newer OS at $30 a piece with
very little done to change the old games. A few minor tweaks is the only difference, its still basicly the same game. Also
Aircraft that were included in the old versions are now sold seperately, just a way to milk a few more dollars from their fanbase.

Thirdwire also says they make no money from the steam version since Steam purchased it from another rights holder. What they
won't tell you is they already got paid when they sold the rights in the first place. I was in the community and i know this game
inside and out as far as editing and modding. I had alot of fun with these games in the beginning, but now with the cash grab and
the fact that you must buy the new version if you want to use a new OS i am just left disgusted and will not give Thirdwire
another dime.

Whos to say they won't pull the same crap again when a new OS comes out? All these games need is a patch to the exe for
compatability which only the developer can do, its beyond what modders have done so far, but instead of a patch you have to
buy a whole new game and to be honest $30+ the DLCs to bring it back to the original game is overpriced and just not worth it.

EDIT: Ok, I can't claim this will work for everyone, i am not even sure it will continue working for me but i have completed two
missions without a CTD by setting the Exe to Windows XP (Service Pack 2) in the compatability tab when you right click on it
and select Properties. Like i said, i have alot of work involved in customizing this sim so its hard for me to just give up on it.
Hopefully this will help someone, but it would still be better if Thirdwire would just patch it so we don't have to edit the
FLIGHTENGINE.INI and mess with compatability modes.. This game loaded up fine first time running Win 10 64bit. Not a
bad game at all for it's time.. Love It, Wind ya neck in lad!. When you end a mission the game shuts down completely. This is a
bug which should have been corrected with a previous update but it clearly was not fixed. Apart from that the game is
'StrikeFighters' with different aircraft and the desert coloured green, StrikeFighters dos'nt have the bug.. Even after attempting
to patch the game manually, it won't run on windows 8. when you start a mission, the game crashes and the window
automatically closes.
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With some sort of deja vu from a well known series of flight combat simulators games, the first experience with this game was
bad, with low frame rates and crashes in Win10/64bit .
A patch solved the situation and the game becomes playable. You can get it at the developer's web site.
I enjoy it now. so sad the developer do not sell more games in steam.
Remember to install the patch or you will be dissapointed.. While it features a decent selection of classic jets, fun combat, and
easy to pick up sim characteristics, I cannot recommend Wings over Europe for the simple fact that it's a poorly optimized mess
and offers nothing over the Strike Fighters 2 series. It's not bad, it's just obselete.

To be clear: Third Wire does not see a penny of the money from this product.. Won't work on Windows 10 properly regardless
of a patch. Used to work on Windows 8.1 for me and wasn't a bad game from what I recall. Decent value for the price if on
sale.. Bought it because it was so cheap and had a bit of extra money lying around. This game is terrible. Even if it was FTP I
would not recommend it. The controls don't work most of the time and are way too complicated, there is no tutorial to teach you
how to play the game and overall it's just an awful expierience.. It is hard to review or recommend a game that shows up as
nothing but a black screen.. Remenber old times!
Was the best SiM!. No multiplayer....... I hate it
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